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Abstract: Grid Computing enables large-scale resource sharing by integrating the distributed resources. Scheduling of 

application tasks to the resources is the central to the grid computing system.We proposed the schedule work flow tasks 

to the dynamic grid computing resources based on rescheduling methods. Nowadays scheduling tasks on grid resources 

all are fully belongs to a class of NP-hard problems. The dependent tasks is fully meet the performance requirements on 

Quality Of Service (QOS).The Work Flow Scheduling (WFS) algorithm of grid application is consist of workflow 

tasks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

         Schedulers are some types of applications that are 

responsible for managing the jobs, and allocating the 

resources needed to any specific job. Partitioning the jobs 

to any specific jobs. Partitioning the jobs in to schedule is 

the parallel execution of tasks, high level, low level 

management, event correlation and service level 

management capabilities. Once the jobs are submitted the 

Grid Computing schedulers are identified based on their 

service level requirements.Tasks are arrived randomly 

with the help of random computation length.These tasks 

can be executed any computation length. 
 

       Tasks assignment generally associated with the help 

of resources. In Grid Computing system local tasks have 

more priority. These tasks are corresponding to an overall 

optimal performance. Tasks assignment policies can be 

classified in to static task properties and dynamic task 

properties. A static tasks property consists of operation 

cycle, average operation.  
 

 Dynamic tasks properties consist of system overloaded 

and other over loaded operation. Work flow[1] it is fully 

defines work flow activities (tasks) and controls, data 

dependencies. There are mainly three components in work 

flow .These are work flow scheduling,data movement and 

fault movement.Work flow is fully identified the resources 

and allocates the resources. 

 

II. PROPOSED WORK 

       The problem in grid scheduling, work flow tasks has 

already been addressed in the literature. The work flow 

tasks assign suitable resources to achieve the high 

performance. It aims to reducing the communication cost 

in grid system. The work flow planner is to adapt the run 

time executor. Two types of scheduling approaches are 

proposed in the literature.Alogarithmic scheduling and 

dynamic scheduling.In dynamic scheduling ,all the tasks 

are scheduled at run time.In a Alogarithmic scheduling all 

the tasks are scheduled at the alogarithmically. 
 

       This paper introduced the Algorithmic based 

scheduling of tasks and work flow in grid computing  

 

system. Resources are fully involved with how the 

operations are controlled and services are made with the 

availability of other entities. Some of the resource 

management functions are job submission, 

selectionscheduling,authentication,scheduling,andjobmoni

toring.Once the jobs are submitted to the resource 

manager[3], the resource manager takes care of the 

execution of the actual jobs. In grid scheduling lower level 

scheduling are under the control of several grid 

schedulars.Most complicated tasks in grid computing is 

the allocation of jobs and the resources. A task also 

includes independent and dependent tasks. The 

communication cost between two tasks is assigned to zero.  
 

III. WORK FLOW SCHEDULING (WFS) 
 

 
 

WORK FLOW SCHEDULING ARCHITECTURE 

       From the literature survey, we have to know the 

proposed work flow scheduling strategy for grid 

applications. It consist dependent tasks to meet the 

performance requirements based on QOS.The proposed 

Work Flow Scheduling differs from approaches in the 

literature by considering the dynamic  availability of 

resources. It consists the benefits of rescheduling to 

availability of newly added resources. The algorithmic 

scheduling is helps to achieves the minimum execution 

time of the application. In [1],The author proposed the job 

scheduling algorithm to schedule the data intensive jobs. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2215098615000087
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       The figure shows the Work Flow 

Scheduling(WFS)Architecture[4].It consists Resource 

Discovery &Monitoring ,Grid Information Server,Work 

Flow task Scheduler,Execution Manager.Grid Information 

Server is used to maintain the available grid 

resources.Resource Discovery and Monitoring is to 

monitor and discovered the grid resources.Execution 

Manager is to rescheduling the unexecuted tasks.The 

Resource Discovery and  Monitoring component notifies 

either the overload   or new resources to the Execution 

Manager.The   new schedules generated are submitted to 

the Execution Manager. 
 

WORK FLOW TASK SCHEDULER 

          It describes fully about scheduling work flow tasks. 

It receives Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) from the user. 

Based on fully the available information in GIS.It initiates 

the static scheduling phase with aim of achieving the 

optimal performance. For example,minimum execution 

time for the entire work flow and it submits to the 

Execution Manager.It then dispatches the ready tasks 

according to the execution order of the work flow tasks 

based on the priority.When Resource Discovery and 

Monitoring Component notifies either overload or new 

resource event to the Execution Manager.It triggers the 

rescheduling request for remaining unexecuted tasks to the 

Workflow Task Scheduler.The new schedule is then 

submitted to the Execution Manager. 
 

Algorithm 
  Algorithm 1:Work Flow Scheduling(WFS) Algorithm 
 

  Procedure: WFS(Work Flow G(T,E) and  

                        Resources   G(R) 
 

Input:. T is a set of tasks,E is a edges,G is a  

             grid   network and R is a set of resources 
 

WFS () 

{ 

  Identify the tasks (T),edges(E) for each resources 

     of (R). 

     for each resources do 

        R=WFS (G*(T*E)) 

       End for 

} 

 
ASSIGNING A PRIORITY  AND TASK ORDERING 

 

 
 

         Set of parallel tasks[5] are executed predecessor 

tasks before the successor. To achieving this goal, we have 

to generate the ordered tasks for each sequence. The 

ordered tasks are are generated by B-level priorities. Thus 

the priority of tasks is defined in the equation. Where 

Succ(ti) is the set of immediate successors of task ti.ET(ti) 

is the average computational tasks.The communication 

cost is identified in the form of CIJ.The communication 

cost allocated to the resource known as zero. 

IV. THE EFFECT OF AMOUNT OF LOAD 

CHANGE 

 
 

The figure fully illustrates the effect of amount of load 

change.While the heavy amount of sudden load comes to 

the resources. It becomes inefficient to the 

program.Rescheduling is the best way to this situation.In 

order to provide a better resources  for remaining part of 

the applications.Thus the proposed WFS with the help of 

rescheduling provides a 45% better result. Over HEFT 

when large amount of load is dynamically change. 

Compared to AHERT,Min-Min,MAX-Min ,IR is  to 

change the load. 

 

V. EFFECT OF NEWLY ADDED RESOURCES 

         In this diagram we evaluated the number of newly 

added resources periodically to the resource pool at run 

time. In the figure WFS algorithm it provides better 

improvements, with increasing a number of newly added 

resources. So it provides very peak improvements to the 

newly added resources. 
 

 
         
WORK FLOW MODEL 

        Many important grid applications in the category of 

work flow model.A direct Acyclic Graph(DAG) is the 

standard way to represent a workflow.The parallel job 

consists a job of tasks with constraints and it has DAG[29] 

and [17],G=(T,E) where 

*T is the set of vertices represent n different tasks ti 

belongs to T,(1<i<n). That can be executed on available 

resources. 

http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2215098615000087
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2215098615000087
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     *E is the set of direct edges eij=(ti,tj)         belongs    

to E. It represents the                dependencies     among 

the tasks ti and tj indicating the                task        tj 

cannot start its execution before tj finishes and send all 

the required output to task tj. 
 

The task without any predecessor is called an entity 

tasks.The tasks without any successor is called an exit 

tasks. 
 

We assume that a DAG has one entry and exit tasks,and 

one entry and exit tasks is added to DAG. 

 
VI.CONCLUSION 

Our work is entirely concentrate on the identification of 

the best resources using algorithmic form in grid 

computing.The newly introduces work which helps the 

resources in different way.The Resources comprises with 

job scheduling and tasks.It keeps this as outline the 

proposed work will initiates more directions.In the future 

extension of our work will use the work 

flow,tasks,computation rate to predict the job schedule in a 

computational grid. 
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